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numbers of genes with differential expression: cell cycle, 455; sporulation, 477; diauxic
shift, 1,823; DNA damage, 1,718; and stress response, 866.

Trace-back algorithm
We used the following algorithm to define sections of the regulatory network used in each
condition: (1) identify transcription factors as being ‘present’ in a condition if they have
sufficiently high expression levels; (2) flag differentially expressed genes that appear in the
regulatory network; (3) mark as ‘active’ the regulatory links between present transcription
factors and differentially expressed genes; and (4) search for any other present
transcription factors that are linked to a transcription factor with an already active link and
make this connection active. The last step is repeated until no more links are made active.
The same procedure identifies sub-networks that are active in particular phases of cell
cycle and sporulation.

SANDY
This extends the methodology used by the TopNet software tool27 and it evaluates each
sub-network with the following: (1) standard statistics, including global measures of
topology (k in, kout, l, and c)6 and local motif occurrence (SIM, MIM and FFL)4; (2)
follow-on statistics, including permanent and transient hub identification, interchange
index (I) and counting the overlap in transcription factor usage (individual and pairs)
across multiple conditions. (Hubs are transcription factors in the top 30%, by number of
target genes, in at least one condition. The number of target genes is normalized to
measure the relative influence of a transcription factor hub in a particular process.) In all
cases, regulatory functions are obtained from the Saccharomyces Genome Database28 and
are current as of June 2004; and (3) a comparison of observations and random expectation
by simulating sub-graphs that are similar in size to each sub-network, and calculating
standard and follow-on statistics for them. Simulated sub-graphs sample the same
number of differentially expressed genes and trace through the static network. We also
tested the sensitivity of our observations to noise by randomly perturbing the static
networks by 30% (random addition, deletion and replacement of interactions), tracing
back from the original differentially expressed genes and then recalculating the
statistics.
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Neocortical GABA-containing interneurons form complex func-
tional networks responsible for feedforward and feedback inhi-
bition and for the generation of cortical oscillations associated
with several behavioural functions1,2. We previously reported
that fast-spiking (FS), but not low-threshold-spiking (LTS), neo-
cortical interneurons from rats generate a fast and precise self-
inhibition mediated by inhibitory autaptic transmission3. Here
we show that LTS cells possess a different form of self-inhibition.
LTS, but not FS, interneurons undergo a prominent hyperpolar-
ization mediated by an increased K1-channel conductance. This
self-induced inhibition lasts for many minutes, is dependent on
an increase in intracellular [Ca21] and is blocked by the canna-
binoid receptor antagonist AM251, indicating that it is mediated
by the autocrine release of endogenous cannabinoids. Endo-
cannabinoid-mediated slow self-inhibition represents a powerful
and long-lasting mechanism that alters the intrinsic excitability
of LTS neurons, which selectively target the major site of
excitatory connections onto pyramidal neurons; that is, their
dendrites4–7. Thus, modulation of LTS networks after their
sustained firing will lead to long-lasting changes of glutamate-
mediated synaptic strength in pyramidal neurons, with conse-
quences during normal and pathophysiological cortical network
activities.

We obtained whole-cell recordings from fast-spiking and LTS
interneurons in layer Vof rat somatosensory neocortical slices. Cells
were characterized electrophysiologically by their firing behaviours
as described previously8 (Fig. 1a, c, insets; see also Methods). All
biocytin-filled LTS interneurons contained cholecystokinin (CCK)
(n ¼ 7; Supplementary Fig. S1), whereas FS cells were CCK-
negative (n ¼ 4; Supplementary Fig. S1), indicating that we
sampled a homogeneous non-FS cell population.

Although LTS interneurons lack GABAergic autaptic trans-
mission3, we found a unique form of slow self-inhibition (SSI) in
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42 of 43 LTS cells. Multiple trains of evoked action potentials (APs)
(first and last train in series shown in Fig. 1b, d) were followed by a
prominent hyperpolarization of resting membrane potential
(Vm ¼ 260.5 ^ 0.6 mV versus 269.2 ^ 1.0 mV, before and
5min after DC-induced firing; n ¼ 9, p ,, 0.0001; Fig. 1a, e).
The hyperpolarization was long-lasting (more than 35min),
occurred selectively in LTS cells (Vm in FS cells ¼ 265.7 ^ 1.9mV
versus 265.6 ^ 2.0mV, before and 5min after DC-induced firing;
n ¼ 6, p . 0.9; Figs 1c, e and 2d), and occurred in the presence of
synaptic blockers (Methods). In a few LTS cells there was a partial
recovery of Vm after 12–15min (not shown). SSI onset was well
fitted by an exponential function with a time constant of 43 s.

LTS cells tend to fire at relatively low frequencies (20–50Hz)

during network oscillations9. To test the dependence of SSI on firing
frequency within and outside this range, we applied brief supra-
threshold depolarizing current steps to evoke trains of 10-Hz or
50-Hz APs (Fig. 2a, b). Both 10-Hz and 50-Hz spike trains evoked
prominent SSI, and responses were comparable in amplitude and
duration (Fig. 2c, g), indicating that even relatively low-frequency
firing can trigger self-inhibition in LTS interneurons. Neither 10-Hz
(Fig. 2d, g) nor 50-Hz stimuli (not shown) induced SSI in FS
interneurons. SSI was accompanied by a marked, long-lasting
increase in membrane conductance (gm) (2.9 ^ 0.5 nS in control
versus 4.6 ^ 0.5 and 5.1 ^ 0.8 nS after 3 and 10min of SSI
induction, respectively; n ¼ 9, p , 0.002 in both cases; Figs 2c, e,
h). FS interneurons showed no significant changes in gm from

Figure 1 SSI occurs in LTS, not FS, neocortical interneurons. a, LTS interneuron responds

to þ600-pA current pulses (circles) with AP trains and long-lasting hyperpolarization

(asterisk). Inset: LTS firing behaviour. b, First and last responses from a. c, d, As in a and

b, but in a FS cell; SSI was not induced. Inset: FS firing behaviour. APs here and later have

been truncated for display purposes. d, First and last responses from c. e, Changes in V m

(DV m) in LTS cells (filled circles, n ¼ 9) and FS cells (open circles, n ¼ 6). Vertical lines

indicate current pulses. Hyperpolarization was induced selectively in LTS cells. Scale bars,

1 min and 5mV (a, c), 250ms and 20mV (insets), 2.5 s and 20mV (b, d). Error bars

indicate s.e.m.

Figure 2 Low firing frequencies induce SSI, which reflects an increased membrane

conductance. a, b, Brief depolarizing pulses reliably evoke LTS (a) and FS (b) spikes.

c, d, Ten trains of 10-Hz APs elicited SSI in LTS (c) but not FS (d) cell. Negative deflections

in c–f show conductance tests. e, f, Increased g m (smaller responses) followed AP trains

in LTS (e) but not FS (f) interneuron. Black traces, before trains; grey traces, after trains.

g, Plot of DV m against time during 50-Hz train stimulation (LTS (black filled circles),

p , 0.0001, n ¼ 12) and 10-Hz train stimulation (LTS (grey filled circles), p , 0.01,

n ¼ 6; FS (open circles), p . 0.5, n ¼ 4). h, Normalized g m time course in LTS (filled

circles, n ¼ 9) and FS (open circles, n ¼ 4) interneurons. i, j, Current–voltage

relationships in LTS (i, n ¼ 7) and FS (j, n ¼ 6) cells before trains (filled circles) and after

trains (open circles). The arrow indicates the intersection of current–voltage plots in LTS

cells. Scale bars, 20mV and 1 s (a, b), 5 mV and 3min (c, d), 5 mV and 100ms (e, f).

Error bars indicate s.e.m.
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control when exposed to equivalent stimuli (3.8 ^ 0.7 nS in control
versus 3.6 ^ 0.6 and 3.8 ^ 0.8 nS after 3 and 10min of SSI
induction, respectively; n ¼ 4, p . 0.7 in both cases; Fig. 2d, f, h).
The conductance underlying SSI was examined by using voltage-

clamp recordings of membrane currents at different holding
potentials. Current–voltage plots before and after stimulus trains
intersected at about 290mV, near the calculated Kþ equilibrium
potential (Fig. 2i), but far from ECl2 (about 216mV), indicating
activation of a Kþ conductance. Identical protocols applied to FS
interneurons revealed no shifts in current–voltage relationships
(Fig. 2j). Both the hyperpolarization and enhancement of gm

were reversed by the application of 0.1 mM Ba2þ after SSI
induction (Supplementary Fig. S2), indicating that G-protein-
coupled inwardly rectifying Kþ (GIRK) channels10 are activated
during SSI.
Sustained neuronal firing results in elevations of intracellular

[Ca2þ] that might contribute to SSI either by directly activating a
Ca2þ-dependent membrane conductance or by enhancing the
release of a transmitter/modulator that acts on autoreceptors of
the stimulated cell3,11. We tested the role of increases in intracellular

[Ca2þ] in LTS self-inhibition by including the fast Ca2þ chelator
BAPTA (10mM) in the whole-cell pipette and assessing effects on
SSI evoked as above. Intracellular BAPTA prevented the induction
of SSI in LTS cells (Fig. 3a, c; n ¼ 6), as did extracellular application
of Cd2þ (200mM) in the presence of control intracellular solution
(Fig. 3b, c; n ¼ 6), indicating that an elevation of [Ca2þ]i through
voltage-dependent calcium channels triggers SSI in LTS cells.
APs themselves were not required for SSI, because SSI could be
induced in the presence of the Naþ-channel blocker tetrodotoxin
(Supplementary Fig. S4).

We proposed that SSI might be induced by a Ca2þ-dependent
release of a diffusible factor, acting on the same cells in an autocrine
fashion. A prominent candidate would be an endocannabinoid,
because the neuronal isoform of the G-protein-coupled cannabi-
noid receptor CB1 is selectively expressed by CCK-containing
interneurons12, and the LTS cells we recorded express this peptide
(Supplementary Fig. S1). In addition, the synthesis of endocanna-
binoids is highly dependent on intracellular calcium elevations12–14

that were presumably blocked along with SSI in our BAPTA and
Cd2þ experiments. Moreover, activation of CB1 receptors leads to
an increase of GIRK channel function12,15.

To test the role of endocannabinoid receptors in LTS self-
inhibition, we evoked spike trains as above, during local perfusion
of the CB1 antagonist AM251 (ref. 16). AM251 (5 mM) blocked SSI
induction in LTS cells (Fig. 4a, b; n ¼ 8) as well as stimulus-induced

Figure 3 Intracellular increases in [Ca2þ] through voltage-dependent Ca2þ channels are

required for the induction of SSI in LTS cells. a, Response to SSI-inducing stimuli

applied about 5min into a whole-cell recording with intracellular BAPTA. b, Extracellular

Cd2þ (200 mM) prevented SSI induction during a whole-cell recording, in the

presence of intracellular EGTA. Scale bars, 5 mV and 2min. c, V m time course in LTS cells

exposed to SSI stimuli in the presence of intracellular BAPTA (filled circles) or extracellular

Cd2þ (open circles). Each treatment completely blocked SSI in all tested cells (p . 0.4

and p . 0.1 in BAPTA and Cd2þ, respectively; n ¼ 6 in both cases). Error bars indicate

s.e.m.

Figure 4 SSI is mediated by endocannabinoids. a, AM251 (5mM) prevented SSI. Inset:

response to first depolarizing pulse. b, DV m time course in control (filled circles, n ¼ 12)

and AM251-treated (open circles, n ¼ 8) cells; AM251 prevented SSI in all cells

(p . 0.7, n ¼ 8). Control data are from Fig. 2g. c, Conductance tests before (black

trace) and after (grey trace) SSI-inducing stimuli in AM251. d, Normalized g m in

control and AM251-treated cells, before (filled columns) and after (open columns)

spike trains. The increase in g m (asterisks indicate p , 0.002; n ¼ 9) was prevented

by AM251 (p . 0.1; n ¼ 5). e, f, Left: Current-clamp identification of LTS (e) and FS

(f) cells. Right: responses to applications of 2AG (10mM) in the same cells. g, Time

course of the 2AG effect on V m in LTS cells (filled circles, p , 0.002, n ¼ 7) and FS

cells (open circles, p . 0.06, n ¼ 6). Scale bars, 5mV and 2min (a; e and f right),

20mV and 500ms (a inset; e and f left), 5 mV and 200ms (c). Error bars indicate

s.e.m.
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increases in gm (Fig. 4c, d). Moreover, AM251 applied after SSI
induction partly reversed both the hyperpolarization and the
change in gm, indicating persistent CB1 receptor signalling during
SSI expression (Supplementary Fig. S3). The relatively short (about
20-s) hyperpolarization that followed each evoked burst of APs in
LTS and FS cells (Fig. 1a, c) was not related to SSI, because it was not
altered by any of the above pharmacological manipulations (data
not shown).

Finally, exogenous application of an endogenous cannabinoid,
2-arachidonylglycerol (2AG; 10 mM)12, resulted in a robust hyper-
polarization similar in amplitude and time course to that induced
by spike trains (Fig. 4e, g). The 2-AG-mediated hyperpolarization
was not elicited in FS cells (Fig. 4f, g; n ¼ 6), indicating that this
subtype of interneuron does not express GIRK-coupled somato-
dendritic CB1 receptors. This finding does not exclude the presence
of such receptors on axonal terminals12.

Here we show a novel form of self-inhibition in CCK-containing
LTS cortical interneurons. SSI does not depend on glutamatergic
and/or GABAergic neurotransmission, but rather on an activity-
dependent long-lasting hyperpolarization due to the activation of a
GIRK conductance, with the resultant depression of LTS inter-
neuron excitability (see Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary
Fig. S3d). This plastic change in intrinsic LTS cell excitability is
triggered by a Ca2þ-dependent autocrine action of endocanna-
binoids, which are probably synthesized by and targeted to the same
neurons.

Recent studies have shown that endocannabinoids released by
postsynaptic neurons mediate retrograde signalling at hippocampal
and cerebellar synapses, underlying the transient (15–20 s)
phenomena of depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition
(DSI) and excitation (DSE)16–18. The proposed mechanism involves
a negative modulation of presynaptic Ca2þ channels and transmit-
ter release12,16–18. In hippocampus and neocortical layers II and III,
DSI is due to retrograde effects of endocannabinoids on perisomatic
terminals of basket cells containing CCK2,19,20.

Our results differ from those involving DSI and DSE in several
important respects. In neocortical layer V, repetitive firing of LTS
interneurons at frequencies within their physiological range9

induces a previously unknown endocannabinoid-mediated auto-
crine response—a persistent decrease in intrinsic excitability in the
same LTS cells—that does not require retrograde signalling. In this
model the highly lipophilic endocannabinoids, once synthesized,
might affect nearby CB1 receptors by means of a localized intra-
membrane signalling mechanism21. The large Ba2þ-sensitive
increases in gm and the reversal potential of the underlying current
indicate that, in contrast to the situation in DSI, CB1 receptors are
present on neuronal somatodendritic membrane and are function-
ally coupled to Kþ channels. Recent data indicate that presynaptic
Kþ channels might have a function in cerebellar DSI22, and retro-
grade (but not autocrine) cannabinoid signalling also affects Kþ

channels in cerebellar interneurons23, althoughwith kinetics that are
shorter than SSI.

A long-lasting self-induced hyperpolarization similar to SSI
might underlie two recently reported endocannabinoid-mediated
effects in the hippocampus, namely a long-term depression of
GABAergic transmission after tetanic stimulation24, and persistent
endocannabinoid signalling affecting the short-term plasticity of
presynaptic GABA release from CB1-expressing interneurons19.

Mechanisms underlying the long duration of SSI might include a
sustained activation of CB1 receptors, as demonstrated by partial
reversal of SSI with late AM251 applications (see Supplementary
Fig. S3). Persistent endocannabinoid signalling could result from
either altered metabolism through the catalytic enzyme fatty acid
amide hydrolase, which is known to terminate endocannabinoid
signalling12,25, or to a relatively persistent change in CB1 activation
state. A long-term downstream modification of the activated Kþ

conductance, as might result from an alteration in channel phos-

phorylation26, could contribute to SSI and might explain the
incomplete effects of late AM251 application (Supplementary
Fig. S3).
LTS and FS interneurons are connected through both electrical

junctions and GABAergic synapses27,28, forming two neocortical
networks9,28,29 with crucial roles in setting and maintaining cortical
oscillations2. LTS interneuron axons target pyramidal cell den-
drites4–6, where most excitatory synapses are located7. The selective
loss of LTS cell-evoked pyramidal dendritic inhibition during
repetitive interneuronal discharge might therefore result in a
prolonged enhancement of glutamatergic excitation onto cortical
principal cells, altering their input–output relations and their
participation in cortical network activities. Endocannabinoid-
mediated, activity-dependent hyperpolarization in LTS cells might
also have a crucial function in pyramidal cell disinhibition during
epileptiform or other intense network activities known to be
associated with the generation of high-frequency pyramidal cell
and interneuronal firing9,30. Prolonged plastic changes in cortical
signal processing mediated by SSI of LTS cells could be one
important mechanism through which activation of CB1 receptors
by the recreational drug marijuana gives rise to its psychotropic
effects12. A

Methods
Preparation and electrophysiology of brain slices in vitro
Sprague–Dawley rats aged between postnatal day 13 (P13) and P21 were deeply
anaesthetized with pentobarbital (50mg kg21) and decapitated; brains were removed and
immersed in cold (4 8C) ‘cutting’ solution containing (in mM): 234 sucrose, 11 glucose, 24
NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 10MgSO4 and 0.5 CaCl2, gassed with 95%O2/5% CO2.
Coronal slices (300 mm) were cut from somatosensory cortex (parietal area 1) with a
vibratome and then incubated in oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid containing (in
mM): 126 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 MgSO4, 2 CaCl2 and 10 glucose,
pH 7.4, initially at 32 8C for 1 h, and subsequently at 23–25 8C, before being transferred to
the recording chamber and maintained at 32 8C. Recordings were obtained from layer V
interneurons identified visually, which were easily distinguished from pyramidal neurons
by their lacking a large emerging apical dendrite. Interneuron subtypes were identified by
single AP waveforms, firing frequency, degree of spike frequency accommodation and
dynamic range8, and by their GABAergic synaptic currents8. Depolarizing current pulses
generated high-frequency, non-accommodating firing in FS cells. They lacked rebound
spiking after hyperpolarizing current steps (Fig. 1c, inset) and had APs with prominent
after-hyperpolarizations8. LTS cells generated a spike or a burst of spikes after
hyperpolarizing current steps and had much lower firing frequencies and more spike
frequency accommodation than FS cells8 (Fig. 1a, inset). Intracellular labelling with
biocytin was used to confirm the interneuronal morphology in some cells as reported
previously3,8 (data not shown, but see Supplementary Fig. S1). Experiments were
performed in the whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique. Electrodes (tip
resistance 2–3MQ) were filled with an intracellular solution containing (in mM):
potassium gluconate 70, KCl 70, NaCl 2, HEPES 10, EGTA 10,MgCl2 2; pH adjusted to 7.3
with KOH; 290 mOsm. In some experiments 10mM BAPTA was substituted for 10mM
EGTA. Drugs were delivered with a local perfusion system composed ofmultiple fine tubes
ending in a common outlet tube, positioned in proximity (about 250 mM) to the recorded
neuron. Experiments were performed in the presence of the ionotropic glutamate receptor
blockers 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3,dione (10 mM) and D,L-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric
acid (100 mM) in the bath and local perfusate. In some experiments the GABAA receptor
blocker gabazine (10 mM) was included in the perfusate. Signals were amplified, with a
Multiclamp 700A patch-clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments), sampled at 20 kHz and
filtered at 10 kHz unless otherwise noted. A Digidata 1320 digitizer and PClamp9 (Axon
Instruments) as well as locally generated software (J.R.H.) were used for data acquisition
and analysis and for the generation of stimuli. The membrane conductance tests used
involved measurements of responses to small current injections (215 to 30 pA, 250ms,
0.2Hz). SSI-inducing stimuli consisted of ten trains of either 10-Hz or 50-Hz APs (60 APs
per train), evoked every 20 s. Results are presented as means ^ s.e.m. Unless otherwise
noted, the paired Student’s t-test was used to compare control data with those obtained in
the same neurons after drug applications or 5–8min after SSI-inducing stimuli.
Differences were considered significant at p , 0.05.

Immunohistochemistry and histology
Biocytin (0.1–0.05%; Sigma) was included in the internal solution to fill neurons during
electrophysiological recordings. Slices were subsequently fixed overnight in 4%
paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at 4 8C, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in
0.1M phosphate buffer and sectioned (50 mm thickness) in a sliding microtome
(MICROM International GmbH,Walldorf, Germany). Sections were treated twice in 50%
ethanol for 10min each time and blocked with 10% normal goat serum in PBS for 1 h,
rinsed with PBS and incubated overnight with anti-CCK antibody (5mgml21, diluted
1:1,000 in PBS containing 0.5% Triton X-100). For CCK immunostaining we used a
monoclonal antibody raised against CCK/gastrin (no. 28.2monoclonal antibody) that was
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kindly provided by G. Ohning (CURE/Digestive Diseases Research Center, Antibody/RIA
Core, University of California, Los Angeles). Sections were rinsed twice in PBS and
incubated for 2 h in the secondary antibody (goat anti-mouse coupled to fluorescein
isothiocyanate, dilution 1:100; Molecular Probes), diluted in PBS plus 0.5% Triton X-100.
Sections were rinsed in PBS and incubated for 1 h in Texas red Avidin D (diluted 1:1000;
Vector Laboratories). Fluorescent biocytin-filled neurons and CCK immunoreactivity
were then observed with a laser confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM510) and images were
acquired.

Received 30 March; accepted 11 August 2004; doi:10.1038/nature02913.
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Antagonistic activities of glucagon and insulin control metabo-
lism in mammals, and disruption of this balance underlies
diabetes pathogenesis. Insulin-producing cells (IPCs) in the
brain of insects such as Drosophila also regulate serum glucose1,2,
but it remains unclear whether insulin is the sole hormonal
regulator of glucose homeostasis and whether mechanisms of
glucose-sensing and response in IPCs resemble those in pancrea-
tic islets. Here we show, by targeted cell ablation, that Drosophila
corpora cardiaca (CC) cells3–5 of the ring gland are also essential
for larval glucose homeostasis. Unlike IPCs, CC cells express
Drosophila cognates of sulphonylurea receptor (Sur) and potas-
sium channel (Ir), proteins that comprise ATP-sensitive potas-
sium channels regulating hormone secretion by islets and other
mammalian glucose-sensing cells6–8. They also produce adipo-
kinetic hormone, a polypeptide with glucagon-like functions.
Glucose regulation by CC cells is impaired by exposure to
sulphonylureas, drugs that target the Sur subunit. Furthermore,
ubiquitous expression of an akh transgene reverses the effect of
CC ablation on serum glucose. Thus, Drosophila CC cells are
crucial regulators of glucose homeostasis and they use glucose-
sensing and response mechanisms similar to islet cells.

Insect corpora cardiaca (CC) are clusters of endocrine cells in the
ring gland adjacent to the prothoracic gland and corpus allatum. A
principal CC product is adipokinetic hormone (AKH), a polypep-
tide that mobilizes stored macromolecular energy reserves to
sustain energy-consuming activities, such as crawling and flight.
AKH is similar to mammalian glucagon4; like glucagon in pancrea-
tic islet a-cells, AKH is synthesized as a pre-prohormone, processed,
and stored in dense core vesicles4,5. Like mammalian glucagon
activity in liver, AKH has been shown to bind a G-protein-coupled
transmembrane receptor9 and to increase lipolysis, glycogenolysis
and production of trehalose in the insect fat body, a storage organ
for lipid and glycogen3,4.

Previous studies of AKH microinjection and ring gland trans-
plantation in locusts and other insects3,4 suggest that AKH is
sufficient to increase haemolymph glucose concentrations, but
have not yet shown a requirement for AKH in glucose homeostasis.
To examine phenotypes resulting from CC cell ablation and AKH
deficiency, we used a 1,000-base-pair DNA segment derived from
sequences immediately 5 0 of the Drosophila akh gene (see Sup-
plementary Information) to drive the expression of the transcrip-
tional trans-activator GAL4 (Fig. 1a) in CC cells. The akh–GAL4
construct, when crossed with a UAS–mCD8GFP (membrane-
tethered green fluorescent protein, mGFP) reporter line, directed
a GFP expression pattern that reflected endogenous akh expression
in the ring gland corpora cardiaca of third-instar larvae (Fig. 1a, b).
Using in situ hybridizations, we established that embryonic akh
messenger RNA expression initiates in cells of the presumptive CC
anlage (Fig. 2a) and that in later larval stages it is maintained only in
CC cells (Figs 1a, b and 2b, c). To assess the role of the CC as an
endocrine regulator of haemolymph glucose concentrations, we
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